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Challenges

Modern application complexity 
continues to increase – As 
organizations migrate to the cloud, 
new applications and adoption of 
microservices architecture introduce 
complexities that often slow progress 
and hinder operations staff. The 
average organization has 26 unique 
AWS services per environment 
spanning 2 different regions across at 
least two separate AWS accounts. Left 
unchecked, the sheer number of 
services can result in tool sprawl, 
service sprawl, and data silos making 
observability and troubleshooting a 
challenge.

Architecture complexity confounds 
troubleshooting - During an 
application or service incident, 
thousands of microservice and 
infrastructure metrics might signal 
that there is a problem making it 
impossible for an on-call user to 
isolate probable cause. 
Troubleshooting is hindered by siloed 
data stores and complex service 
dependencies inevitably impacting 
MRRT, and by extension, the end-user 
experience.

Product overview

Sumo Logic’s Continuous Intelligence Platform (CIP) for 
AWS Observability enables visibility of AWS environments 
in a  single-pane-of-glass while accelerating 
troubleshooting by surfacing Events of Interest correlated 
with application incidents using the Root Cause Explorer. 

Sumo Logic’s cloud native, SaaS solution unifies and 
analyzes logs and metrics at any scale to fill the gaps in 
observability, allowing teams to operate secure, reliable 
and efficient systems. Sumo Logic provides visibility across 
key AWS services including EC2, ECS, RDS, ElastiCache, API 
Gateway, Lambda, DynamoDB, Application ELB, Network 
ELB and more.

Product benefits

• Accelerated cloud adoption

• Greater business agility

• Improved feature velocity

• Reduced management overhead

Continuous Intelligence PlatformTM  for 
AWS Observability
Single-pane-of-glass for visibility across AWS accounts, 
regions, and services. 

Product features

Out-of-the-box AWS Observability solution - Built from 
the ground up for the AWS management, monitoring, and 
troubleshooting

Root Cause Explorer - Accelerate incident resolution and
minimize downtime 

AWS Observability - Unified visibility across accounts, regions, 
services and entities 

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B06XXVNPN2
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How it works

Sumo Logic’s AWS Observability solution pulls in data across key AWS services and accounts to give a 
unified view of AWS environments. Easily navigate from overview dashboards into  account, region, 
availability zone, or service-specific views. Intuitive navigation ensures teams can quickly resolve issues, 
minimize downtime, and improve system availability.

How are AWS customers leveraging Sumo Logic for Observability?
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What our customers are saying

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search

